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A Short Fanfiction Written back in 2019 as a sort of Experiment.
-Life sees its fair share of Unique Creatures.
So what happens when im thrown into a New and Interesting Life with Equally Unique Creatures?
Provided by Fanart Central.
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1 - Telectro / Teleporting Electricity
We’ve all taken care of a pet or two in our lifetime.
Cats, Dogs, Fish, Birds, you name it.
But how can you expect life to suddenly throw you into a situation where you end up taking care of..
something else?
————————————
Life, as I knew it, was as strange as could be.
I had grown up at a point where, depending on what you believed in, you may as well say either it all
existed once, it currently exists or even will exist in the future.
Sometimes True, sometimes false.
I know what I believed in, and I tried to make sure nobody could change my mind.
However, in recent years, if you told me that certain creatures existed, although it may really be true: I
would want to see proof of it, but only if I saw it in person.
I was the type that believed in Aliens, parallel dimensions or universes.
But how else you could explain what I would soon be thrown into?
——
I was asleep after a long, rough day.
It was storming outside, some people seemed to enjoy falling asleep to the sounds of a Storm.
Little did I know, it seemed this night would not be normal by any means.

Outside, it seemed the lightning had changed to a strange green color.
On one spot, two different bolts of the strange, green lightning struck in convergence.
The result was a bright flash.. and the birth of a weird, green ball of sparking energy.
The strange energy coursed up electrical lines and seemed to crawl along them.

Through an electrical outlet, the ball of green energy traveled up a cord.. before separating.

I had been in bed, seeing the radiating green energy through my closed eyelids, thinking it was just a
transformer blowing.
Instead, I had been caught off guard when the odd ball of green energy seemed to hover my way.. and
suddenly.. we were gone.
It seems the ball had vanished, taking me with it.. but where?

2 - Greeted by a Scyther
When I woke up.. I was oddly wet.
No, not as in ‘Bed wetting’, but as in that I had woken up.. Somehow in a River.
“Dude, If this is a dream, it’ll give meaning to the phrase- Oh, Nevermind, I was just going to say.”
Thankfully it was only my head and I was facing away from the oncoming stream.
“Uh.. Okay..” I was certainly not at home anymore.
I was surrounded grass lands and trees.
“Is this a pra-“ I look to see a thunderstorm with strange green lightning.
It only took me a minute before I was able to identify it.
“Telectro?” I wondered.

Telectro is a rare and strange form of lightning that is able to Teleport You anywhere.
Although probably not native to wherever we were currently it can teleport you mere inches or miles from
where you were.
The stronger the Telectro energy output, the more significant your eventual teleportation location May
be.
It could teleport you to another planet somewhere, Another galaxy, Another dimension.. or a whole other
universe.
The strange event, however, is rare in that it happens one or twice every 300 years.

Right now, it seems I had been a Victim of Telectro related teleportation.
“Lucky shot.” I said, contemplating my situation.
“Well.. I have no clue how far from civilization I am, but-“
It was then that I noticed a strange bug-like creature with that looked crossed between reptile.
It had some interesting arms that were part.. Blade?
“Huh?” I wondered, The Strange Creature seemed just as perplexed by my appearance.
“Hmm?” It almost seemed to mimic the sound I made.
It didn’t take much longer till my mind registered what this creature was.
It was a Pokemon known as a Scyther, and judging by its bodily makeup, it was Female.
“Ahh, it’s one of you, Huh? You look brilliant.” I complimented the creature on its appearance.
“Hmm.. Scyther?” I was a bit rusty on my Pokemon knowledge,
She tilts her head to me with curiosity upon me stating her breed name.
“No? How about.. Blade?” I asked her, hoping to give her an identifiable name to carry.

She then proceeded to.. hug me, as if thankful for her new name.
“Aww, Okay, Blade it is.”

3 - Building a Bunker / Blaziken
So, as I find myself with a new Pokemon companion, the question was: what next?

Thankfully when I was teleported here.. wherever here is.. I was in my PJs..
Yeah, obviously if I was planning on going somewhere, I would have dressed differently.
——
“Hmm.. we will need shelter of some sort.. any ideas, Blade?” I ask my new Scyther friend.
She seemed to look around her for potential ideas.
“How about we make an underground bunker?” I asked her.
She seemed keen on the idea, so we started digging.

And we had dug about Thirty-Feet in about four and a half hours, when my next surprise showed up.

“Rrr?” I heard a bird-like sound from behind me.
As I look, I was surprised to see a tall, red and yellow feathered creature standing over me with curiosity.
“Oh, wow.. hello there.” I said to the surprise creature.
I think I knew enough about these creatures to know this was a Blaziken.
Fantastic creatures, in my opinion.
“This? It’s a bunker.. well, at least that’s plan.” I said.
The creature, which appeared to be another female judging by how it appeared, was rightfully curious.
But she also seemed interested in what Blade and I were doing.
As I turn to dig more, I hear a Thud next to me.
And I find the wonderful feathered creature in the dug hole with us.
“Uhh.. okay, there’s that.. Hmm..” I said, while She seemed to look at the forming wall in front of her,
appearing to formulate some ideas.
“I bet if the walls were more solid, and we could have a tunnel system..” I whispered to myself.
The Blaziken heard my whisper and had an idea.
I would watch as she gently torched an already formed wall till it was solid.
“Oh yeah.. of course..” I had realized the creatures were a fire type.
“If we were successful enough, I could keep you guys sheltered and safe.” I told both creatures,
receiving smiles of approval.
“So.. do you already have a name?” I asked my new Blaziken companion.
I saw her shake her head.
“No? How about.. Phoenix?” I asked her.

Just like Blade before her, she gave me a hug, perhaps of approval.
“Aw, Phoenix it is, Then.”

4 - A Team
And as Night falls and we begin the early part of a new day, we had built a nice new bunker.

“Alright, Sweeties, feel free to get comfy.” I told my wonderful companions.
As there was no bed, I had to settle for the bunker floor.. that is until Phoenix suggested something.
“Rr?” Phoenix seemed to suggest sleeping against her, and as I forgot she was female, I wasn’t aware
she donned a sizable chest.
“Oh yeah, that’s right.” Then I wound up coming the conclusion that:
“You really are brilliant creatures, aren’t you?” I asked them as I actually ended up in a cuddling position
with my new Pokemon companions.
Almost like a parent would do to its children.
And we soon fell asleep.
——
With another day to pass, the bunker would soon reach completion.
Not just this, but it seemed I had drawn further attention.
Between our my arrival yesterday and now, i had somehow acquired a five Pokemon team.
With what was now Under my belt, my team consisted of:
Phoenix, a Female Blaziken
Blade, a Female Scyther
Note, a Female Primarina
Nosey, a Male Poplio
Spark, a Male Pichu
And I sit against the hard walls of my bunker, wondering:
“How? Why?” They say certain things may only happen in your wildest dreams, but even then.. this was
strange.
——
“There you go.” I was spending time hugging and petting my new Companions.
“This was a great idea, it might have been something unexpected, but I’m glad it happened.” I said,
petting Nosey on the head.
“I love you guys.. I hope our future is a nice one."
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